WILLIAM MITCHELL

Rhythms of the Alps
A review of the exhibition of Rowan Huntley's work at the
Alpine Club, 9 October - 9 November 2007
Over the slopes of the Col du Geant l«lS spread a coverlet of shining snow, at
some places apparently as smooth as polished marble, at others broken so as
toform precipices, on the pale bluefaces of which the hon"zontallines of bedding
were beautifUlly drawn.
John Tyndall, 17 July 1857

J

ust as Tyndall applied his exacting and scientific mind to the study of
glaciers and mountains, Rowan Huntley's work is a result of extensive
craftsmanship and observation.
This exhibition of a large selection of paintings and drawings again
confirmed Rowan's status as an eminent peintre alpiniste. On the one hand
she is the geologist picking up her brush and, on the other, the meteorologist
capable of mastering the reduced palette so often elusive in landscapes at
altitude. Geology and atmosphere are the Rhythms vying for attention in
her craft as an artist. Rowan's professed fascination with rocks and geological
formations owes much to a 1996 study trip to Norway and she paints them
in chromacolour, highly concentrated artist's pigments that give strong,
opaque colours. Rowan's background in illustration gives her the confidence
to tackle the snowfields in complicated tonal values opposed to muted
colouring, rendering 'a coverlet of shining snow' perfectly.
The mass of spires and needles in the foreground of Dent du Geant throws
the onlooker's gaze off to the left into an abyss of thermals and backing-up
clouds. Part skilful composition and part deft handling of flat light on the
glaciers of the Dent itself, Rowan combines fmely drawn crevasses and
rivulets with strong shadow.
Cosmiques 2 mixes vertigo with dazzling light in perhaps the most daring
composition of the exhibition. The opacity of Rowan's medium lends itself
to such contrasting colours in the rocks and snow. These more familiar
rooftops of Europe become studies of masonry and geology offset by vast
spaces built up in tones. Rowan's first-hand knowledge of alpine meteorological conditions is a clear advantage in her painting and distinguishes
her as a true peintre alpiniste.
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Dent du Geant andAiguille de la Republique - Early Light

Chroma on canvas, SOcm x 70cm. Private collection

152. Left:
Cosmique 2 - Rock and ice

Chroma on canvas
70cm x SOcm
Private collection
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153. Les Grandes Jorasses - Morning Sun, June
Chroma on canvas, SOcm x 7Scm. Private collection

Les Grandes Jorasses is majestic in its panorama and complexity and relies
heavily on Rowan's 'lights and darks' in the many glaciers and snowfields.
The central ridge epitomises Rowan's work - a mass of baroque lines
encasing bold brushwork and a myriad of hues. Looking at her drawings, it
is clear that detailed draughtsmanship is essential although Rhythms of the
Alps was far from an exhibition of studies.

The pair of pure glacier pictures are marvellous exercises in asymmetry.
The turquoise in the ice looks freezing and impenetrable - another aspect
of the unglazed medium. A patient hand has delineated every buckle and
crack of the moving ice and the undisguised 'love of rocks' and geological
formations permeates the exhibition. Some of the smaller canvases retain
great impact through the treatment of rock and ice as visual sculpture. Built
up, bit by bit, the paintings and drawings are absorbing beyond their two
dimensions. At close inspection the tumbling ice fields and skewed angles
of ridges and needles owe their forms to an inquisitive but firm line
meandering throughout. Rhythms of the Alps is a craftsman's skilled response
to vast tracts of snow, rock and sky.

